Howdy JEDI's,

Our team is working on pivoting the Bobcat JEDI Program to better fit our new homebound economy. The Bobcat JEDI program is currently still available and we are highlighting online workshops, while we transition our program onto the Canvas platform.

Our hope is that our participants are able to continue their chosen track remotely. We will continue to provide monthly newsletters containing updates, upcoming training/workshops, online resources, and book reviews that touch on topics connected to Diversity and Inclusion.

If you have any questions, concerns, book recommendations, or if know of any workshops or training being offered online that you believe may suit our program feel free send us an email at divcert@txstate.edu

Visit our Website

The links below highlight online courses from LinkedIn Learning that is
BOOK REVIEW ON:

CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE TEACHING & THE BRAIN
Promoting Authentic Engagement and Rigor Among Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students
Author: Zaretta Hammond
Reviewed by: Karla P. Hernandez-Swift.

The author Zaretta Hammond, a former English teacher, has been working for the past 18 years on topics of culturally responsive teaching, professional development, and school coaching. Hammond introduces holistic and brain-based approaches to teaching a diverse student population. The book discusses various learning methods students of diverse communities have traditionally learned through their first received education (home). The book is built around Ready for Rigor framework, which details the practice areas of awareness, learning partnership, information processing, and community building. These frameworks are an alternative method for helping cover the gap in educating all students equally.
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